The Kazanski Trilogy
With his novel, The Wolf in Banja Luka,
Danish thriller writer Jens Henrik Jensen
completed his bestselling trilogy of spy novels
featuring CIA agent Jan Jordi Kazanski.
Jens Henrik Jensen took center stage as the exciting new name in Scandinavian thriller fiction with
his breakthrough novel, THE SHREW IN KRAKÓW (1997). The novel has since been sold to
Norway, Sweden, Germany, and Holland.
THE SHREW IN KRAKÓW introduced Jan Jordi Kazanski, a CIA agent of mixed Polish and
Spanish descent, living in Madrid after having lost his wife and daughter in a work-related tragedy
in Moscow. The novel saw Kazanski through an action-packed adventure in Kraków, Poland, where
he met and was attracted to Ewa Siwonia, the daughter of the mysterious shrew in Kraków.
THE JESTER IN MURMANSK (1999) takes place in the frostbitten city of Murmansk. Lying in
the shadow of one of the greatest environmental hazards in the world – Russia’s rusting nuclear
fleet – the city at the end of the world becomes a theatre of high-stakes powerplay between three
nations with one man – Kazanski - caught in the middle. THE JESTER IN MURMANSK has been
sold to Norway, Sweden, Italy, and Holland.
THE WOLF IN BANJA LUKA (2002) takes Jan Jordi Kazanski on his final and most dangerous
mission. Ewa Siwonia has disappeared somewhere in the Balkans while on a secret mission for the
International Criminal Court in the Hague. Forced to take over Ewa’s mission, Kazanski begins a
perilous journey through the war-torn landscapes of Croatia, Kosovo and Bosnia-Herzegovina with
the most important goal in his life: to find Ewa alive.
JENS HENRIK JENSEN’S spy novels featuring CIA agent Jan Jordi Kazanski are based on
extensive background research as well as personal travels in countries like Spain, Russia and Poland
(The Shrew in Kraków), Norway, Sweden and Russia (The Jester in Murmansk), and Croatia,
Kosovo, Albania and Bosnia-Herzegovina (The Wolf in Banja Luka).

